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Introduction 
A major topic of discussion at the CrossFit Kids Certification Seminars 
is the way in which exercise improves brain function. This covers a wide 
scope of information including developmental markers that drive our 
programming for kids, methods for training that maximize learning, and 
improvements in cerebral physiology and cognition that are directly re-
lated to exercise and have profound effects on daily life and scholastic 
performance. 
 

One question that has been raised by cert attendees is the relationship of the research literature to the 
CrossFit methodology. That is, given that current studies utilize aerobic activity as their testing modality, 
how do we extrapolate this information into an exercise program that operates primarily in the anaerobic 
pathways? Can we infer that anaerobic metabolism facilitates a boost in brain function similar to that in-
duced by aerobic metabolism? Our answers may be found by tracing the role that lactate plays within the 
human brain. 
 
The Traditional View of Lactate 
Lactate plays an important role in energy metabolism. (See CrossFit 101, January-November 2008 for a discussion 
of the metabolic pathways). Recent research has sought to remove the stigma of lactate. Once believed to be a 
deleterious product of anaerobic metabolism, lactate has been cleared of its erroneous reputation for creating mus-
cle fatigue and soreness. Instead, it has been shown to be an important part of the overall metabolic story. 
 
In the anaerobic energy pathway known as glycolysis, intense bouts of exercise can cause the production of lactate 
to exceed a muscle cell’s ability to utilize it which is commonly referred to as the lactate threshold. This overproduc-
tion or, more accurately under consumption, creates a “spilling” of lactate into the blood. The lactate, now circulating 
in the blood, can be taken up by surrounding muscle cells for further metabolism or can be delivered to various or-
gans within the body such as the heart and lungs. It is most notably utilized in the Cori cycle, named after Carl and 
Gerty Cori who first discovered it. In this system, lactate is taken up by the liver where it is stored as glycogen. When 
energy demands dictate, the liver converts stored glycogen back into glucose and sends it out to various tissues 
within the body to help meet energy needs. 
 
The Brain Needs More than Glucose 
Traditional wisdom tells us that the brain is a voracious consumer of glucose. It is, however, a less known fact that 
the brain utilizes multiple energy sources for its functioning. One of the most prolific of these non-glucose energy 
sources is lactate which plays a key role in facilitating the energy demands of the brain. In fact, under certain condi-
tions it is the brain’s preferred form of fuel. This means that anaerobic activity, like that experienced during a Cross-
Fit workout, produces one of the major alternative fuel sources for the brain. 
 
There is much debate regarding how this takes place and which mechanisms provide the brain’s abilities to process 
lactate. One thing most researchers agree upon is that lactate can be utilized and/or distributed by astrocytes, the 
star-shaped caretaker or support cells in the brain. Astrocytes are in close contact with the blood and can readily 
take up large quantities of substances needed for energy metabolism, despite the blood-brain barrier. There are sev-
eral theories under peer review at this time. The most popular of these is the astrocyte-neuron 
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lactate shuttle hypothesis (ANLSH). Other contributing theories include the lactate-alanine shuttle, peroxisomal lac-
tate shuttle, and the spermatogenic lactate shuttle. Discussion of each of these would require a separate series of 
articles. For our purposes, the existence of a mechanism or combination of mechanisms which allow for the uptake 
of lactate and provide for the subsequent utilization of that lactate as a fuel source within the brain is solidly estab-
lished. Regardless of what theory or mechanism is found to be the correct one, it has been clearly demonstrated that 
lactate is an important alternative fuel source for the brain. 
 
The Brain under Duress 
Lactate is the preferential fuel source of the brain under duress. Numerous studies have shown that abnormalities in 
brain function and/or cessation of appropriate brain activities cause a sharp rise in the utilization of lactate within the 
brain. Lactate has been shown to play a protective role within the brain. This is borne out in studies of brain dam-
aged patients who experience sharp increases in lactate uptake levels within the first 12-24 hours following injury. 
The significance of this shift in fuel utilization lies in the fact that lactate metabolism requires fewer steps than those 
required for glucose metabolism and, so, is a more efficient way to sustain the brain during periods of stress and 
danger. In fact, in the direst of circumstances, glucose sensing mechanisms within the brain are able to just at effec-
tively sense lactate. This means that lactate can be utilized for energy metabolism in the absence of glucose. More-
over, lactate metabolism in the brain has been shown to accompany decreased oxygen consumption. What this 
means to the CrossFitter is that we can count on the lactate that inevitably spills into the bloodstream during our an-
aerobic workouts to fuel our brains during the extreme stress of the WOD and beyond, and the oxygen deprivation 
created by high intensity exercise is not going to negatively impact that metabolism. This makes sense when we 
consider that early man would have been a quick lunch for a predator was he not able to move and think concur-
rently. Our brains can continue to function quite well (maybe not by the end of Fran) despite the fact that the lion’s 
share of glucose and oxygen are diverted to muscle cells during a workout. 
 
Synaptic Function 
Lactate contributes to healthy, efficient synapses. Synapses are the microscopic areas between neurons where 
communication takes place. Lactate is able to reactive synapses that have been shut down by glucose depletion, 
whether as a result of pathology or in the case of a high intensity workout. Lactate metabolism kicks into gear when-
ever the blood glucose supply has been diverted elsewhere, providing for continuity in synapse function. Further-
more, lactate contributes to neurotransmitter homeostasis in the brain. These chemicals are the impetus and regula-
tor of all brain activity. A state of homeostasis means that strong, efficient synapses contribute to a well-functioning 
and productive brain. Anaerobic activity, like that in a CrossFit workout, produces the fuel source necessary for 
healthy synaptic function. 
 
High Intensity Exercise and Lactate Metabolism in the Brain 
Just like muscles, the brain works harder during intense exercise. The high intensity aspect of a CrossFit workout 
leads to a change in energy production and consumption that is in stark contrast to the long term aerobic activity of 
documented studies. As CrossFitters, we largely tax the anaerobic pathway. During bouts of intense exercise, the 
brain actually shifts its focus from glucose consumption and begins to use lactate as its primary energy source. Lac-
tate, produced by anaerobic activity like that found in CrossFit, is taken up by the brain and used in processes that 
facilitate and enhance the continued proficiency of the brain. Herein lay the answers to our original questions. 
 
Can we generalize the findings of the literature reporting the benefits of aerobic activity on the 
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brain? The answer is, somewhat. Aerobic activity has been shown to increase 
capillary size and produce new capillaries as a response to the oxygen depriva-
tion induced by the exercise. How much more, then, can we assume the depri-
vation of an anaerobic workout would create a similar, if not accelerated, re-
sponse? Ever hit near hypoxia during a WOD? The implications seem obvious. 
In addition, like aerobic activity, a positive effect on neurotransmitter activity 
within the brain brought about by anaerobic exercise and its accompanying lac-
tate metabolism can play a major role in brain health. Beyond these, however, 
anaerobic activity is a completely different animal than aerobic activity possess-
ing its own set of mechanisms and considerations. Fortunately, we are able to 
demonstrate an entirely different set of benefits to the brain. 
 

Can anaerobic activity boost brain function? The answer is yes. Our workouts produce a powerful brain fuel 
that positively impacts the brain. In fact, we can quite possibly argue that anaerobic activity is more important to 
the brain than aerobic activity. But that is another article. 
 
Sources: American Chemical Society. “Carl and Gerty Cori and carbohydrate metabolism,” 2004.; Bak, Lasse K, et al. “Glucose is necessary to maintain neurotrans-
mitter homeostasis during synaptic activity in the cultured glutamatergic neurons.” Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow & Metabolism (2006), 26, 1285-1297.; Borg, Monica 
A, William V Tamborlane, Gerald I Shulman and Robert S Sherwin. Diabetes 52: 663-666, 2003. “Local Lactate Perfusion of the Ventromedial Hypothalamus Su-
presses Hypoglycemic Couterregulation.”; Cornell News. www.news.cornell.edu/releases/June04/astrocyte_neuron.hrs.html. “Astrocytes in brain metabolism.” July, 
2004.; Dienel, Gerald A. American Journal of Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology 287: R1519-R5251, 2004. “Lactate muscles its way into conscious-
ness: fueling brain activation.”; Gladden, L.B. Physiology 558, Number 1, 5-30, July 1, 2004. “Lactate metabolism: a new paradigm for the third millennium.”; Kaufer, 
Daniela, et al. “Evidence for the Mitochondrial Lactate Oxidation Complex in Rat Neurons: Demonstration of an Essential Component of Brain Lactate Shuttles” PLoS 
ONE, Aug 2008.; Kemppainen, Jukka, et al. Journal of Physiology, Volume 568, Number 1, 323-332, October 1, 2005. “High intensity exercise decreases global brain 
glucose uptake in humans.”; Lemire, Joseph, Maillous, Ryan J and Appanna, Vasa D. “Mitochondria Lactate Dehydrogenase is Involved in Oxidative Energy Metabo-
lism in Human Astrocytoma Cells (CCF-STTG1),” PLoS ONE, Feb. 2008.; Leverve, Xavier M. and Iqbal Mustafa. “Lactate: a key metabolite in the intercellular meta-
bolic interplay.” Critical Care, August 2002, Vol 5 No 4.; Philp, Andrew, Adam LMacdonald and Peter W Watt. Journal of Experimental Biology 208, 4561-4575 (2005). 
“Lactate-a signal coordinating cell and systemic function.”; Quistorff, Bjorn, Niels H. Secher and Johannes J Van Leishout. The Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology, Published online before print July 24, 2008 as doi: 10.1096/fj.08-106104. “Lactate fuels the human brain during exercise.”; Schurr, Avital. Jour-
nal of Cerebral Blood Flow & Metabolism (2006) 26, 142-152. “Lactate: the ultimate cerebral oxidative energy substrate?”; Schurr, A, CA West and BM Rigor. Science, 
Vol 240, Issue 4857, 1326-1328. “Lactate-supported synaptic function in the rat hippocampal slice preparation.; Science Daily. “During Exercise, Human Brain Shifts 
Into High Gear On ‘Alternative Energy’,” October, 2008.; University of California Newsroom. www.universityofcalifornia.edu/news/article/9069. “Study Challenges 
Conventional Treatment After Traumatic Brain Injury.”; 
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WOD #1 
21-15-9 
 
Burpee 
Wall Ball 
KB Swing 
 
 
WOD # 2 
3 rounds for time 
 
200M run ( 100M out and back ) 
20 KB swing 
10 Push up 
 
 
WOD #3 
As many rounds in 15 or 12 or 10 minutes 
 
10 Broad Jumps 
10 KB swing 
10 Broad jumps 
10 Squats 
 
With all workouts, scale the weight of the kettlebell accordingly.  
If you do not have kettlebells, dumbbell swings can be substituted.  
Scale weight for wall ball accordingly and if you do not have a medicine ball, bar bell or dumbbell thrusters can be 
substituted. 
 
 
 
 

Davie Easton operates CrossFit 
C e n t r a l  S c o t l a n d  - 
www.crossfitcs.com  - a small 
garage affiliate based in Mother-
well, Scotland. He is an avid 
CrossFitter that has been drink-
ing the Kool-aid since 2004. A 
father of 2 boys, he is happy to 
fuel the interest his boys are al-
ready displaying for fitness. 
Davie is a Level 2 CrossFit In-
structor, and is also a kettlebell 
instructor with the U.K.K.A  
(United Kingdom Kettlebell Asso-
ciation www.ukka.org ) and he 
was the 2007 U.K.K.A British 
Kettlebell Champion in 2007. If 
you have any questions regard-
ing kettlebells, he can be emailed 
at   crossfitcs@gmail.com 
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Widely consumed and ac-

cepted, habit forming and 

seductive, we cannot deny the 

grip that sugar holds on modern soci-

ety. We use it as a reward for good 

behavior, for comfort on a stressful 

day. We wrap it in delightful packaging 

and conceal it in presumably healthy 

dishes. But what price are we paying 

for our addiction to this product? 

 

Sugar can make you sick. I don’t 

mean sick to your stomach, like when 

you’ve eaten too much candy. I mean 

ill. Sugar consumption has been tied to numerous illnesses and diseases, some of which are potentially fatal. Our 

reliance on sugar as a flavor enhancer, food additive and personal reward are driving us toward extinction. 

 

The sugar industry is enormous. It is an international commodity, produced from sugar cane or sugar beet and con-

sumed in massive quantities across continents and countries. Reportedly, global sugar consumption increases by 

about 2% per year. In the United States alone, statistics indicate the typical diet contains about 30 teaspoons of re-

fined sugar per day. This statistic increases when you add in the amount of sugar consumed in soft drinks. But cane 

and beet sugar are only a part of the picture. 

 

Sugars come in many forms and carry a wide variety of names. A good rule of thumb is to look for anything that 

ends in “ose,” such as sucrose, fructose, levulose, lactose, maltose and saccharose. Other common varieties and 

forms of sugar include: cane sugar, corn sugar, brown sugar, confectioner's sugar, grape sugar, dextrose, fruit 

sugar, malt sugar, milk sugar, invert sugar, and maple sugar. As you can see, there are many ways to sweeten a 

product, and companies go to great lengths to market this product in all its various forms. This gets us hooked and 

ensures that they have a ready market. Often this marketing includes sneaky tactics designed to trick consumers 

into a false sense of buying and eating healthy. 

 

Even more insidious is our dependence on those products that are not typically thought of as sugar sources. Not the 

“oses” but, rather, those which eventually behave like simple sugars once they are in the body’s systems. We strip 

our harvests of their natural goodness in an attempt to make them “palatable” and, in the process, leave them nutri-

tionally depleted. A whopping 85% of all grains eaten today are refined-white bread, white rice, 

Sugar                                                                                                                                                              Cyndi Rodi 
Part 1                                                                                                                            
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processed breakfast cereal, snack chips, etc. These create a response in the body that is (at least) equally as harm-

ful as any of the obvious sugars. 

 

In the interest of overall health and wellness for our children and teens, it is incumbent upon us as parents, trainers 

and affiliates to educate ourselves on this subject. Over the next few months, we will look at our modern relation-

ships to sugar and discuss the ways in which we can attempt to safeguard our families and clients against its rav-

ages. One of our greatest resources for this information will come from within the CrossFit community, Robb Wolf of 

CrossFit Norcal. We, at CrossFit Kids, are not the nutrition experts. For a comprehensive and life-changing look at 

nutrition in all its intricacies, attend the CrossFit Nutrition Seminar offered by Robb Wolf and frequent his 

“Performance Menu” website. 

 

Sources: 

http://www.illovosugar.com/worldofsugar/internationalSugarStats.htm 
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What is happening in the field of exercise and brain function? We hear 

increasingly more chatter on this subject as research and evidence build. Consider 

the recent CFJournal Articles Lisa Bakshi/ “Is CrossFit making our kids smarter?”, 

Aime Taylor/CrossFit Algebra, and the article from 2006 CFKM Exercise and brain 

function/Cyndi Rodi. 

At CrossFit Kids HQ we call ourselves CFK geeks because we are committed to look-

ing at the latest information that we can use to constantly promote better fitness and 

overall health in our kids, including their brains.   Anecdotal stories of academic work performed post exercise are 

building, we hear them at every CrossFit Kids Certification.  Additionally research and information on the new find-

ings on exercise and brain function, even cell growth are becoming more prevalent. This article is not intended to 

reiterate the current research and science on the subject– Google searches return hundreds of thousands sources, 

which we definitely recommended checking. Instead it is to suggest ideas to implement various academic activity 

post/during workouts in whatever environment you find yourself ( Home gym, School, CFK affiliate.)   The short ver-

sion -  there is about a 30 -60 minute window post workout that we want to capture and make use of with our kids 

which improves brain function and may improve their academics.  While we wait for the official recommendations on 

specifics in application, shouldn't we begin to apply the black box concept?   We know what to add in, we know what 

comes out is positive, how it happens although very intriguing is the venue of scientists. We can act now and start 

adding elements to produce the desired outcome. There is virtually no limit to the ways to incorporate this concept 

into training, and we encourage your creativity. A sampling of ideas follow. 

• Post workout academic work may be implemented as post workout cool down or skill work might be. 

• Direct your kids and teens to read, study or do homework just after the workout for 15 to 20 minutes. 

 

• Use flash cards post workout. Change subject matter every 4- 6 weeks. 

 

• A short WOD like Karen could be divided into 2 rounds of 75 wall ball with a study break in the middle. 

 

• Use the three minutes between rounds of Barbara to get the kids to answer questions  

( word or concept definitions would work well here .) 

• Fight Gone Bad could be performed with ten minute academic breaks. 

• Divide Grace into two 15 rep. sections with a 5-10 minute study or assignment period between. 

Continued on…..page 10 
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• Use a deck of  memory cards within an AMRAP WOD scenario. For example, in a box jump pullup burpee 

WOD, you would complete the proscribed exercises plus find one pair correctly before going to the next round. For 

older kids you could increase the required number of pairs in every round.     

• The Pull up Ladder WOD, one pull up on the minute can be done instead with multiples or a multiplier. Each 

athlete can be given a different task. Athlete A could be given a multiplier of 2, while Athlete B can be given a multi-

plier of 3, minus 2 each round. Rounds would proceed as follows 1, 4, 7, 10 etc. 

• Tabata Workouts could contain 10 rounds and three exercises. Breaking between rounds for academic work. 

Keeping BIG ( broad, inclusive, general ) FUN in mind, and our fitness and training goals, this is not something we  

suggest you incorporate into every workout, but it is certainly worth some randomized shuffling into the program.  

CrossFit Kids and Teens are going to experience overall improvements in cognition since the condition of being fit 

has also been correlated with improved brain function.  

So what do you think will come out of the black box ? 

 

Please send CrossFit Kids ( Mikki@crossfitkids.com or Cyndi@crossfitkids.com) records of pre and post implemen-

tation academic scores, as well as the frequency of this type of WOD so that we can continue to create a database 

for the community. 
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This feature includes video of some of our kids doing a CrossFit  or CrossFit Kids Benchmark   

“Girls” or “Heroes” workout.  This month we feature a new CrossFit Kids Benchmark WOD,  
 
“Brainiac” 
 
AMRAP 
Run 200 M 
5 Heavy Push Presses 
 
Between rounds kids must get one match/pair in a game  
of concentration.  Kids may flip over cards two at a time.   
To get another turn, kids must do 5 squats.  Once a pair 
is made the player may start their next round. 
 
Wikipedia entry on Concentration rules: 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentration_(game) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The perfect deck to use for this is the 
Hopper Deck  www.thehopperdeck.com
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Building Blocks: 
How to’s on building a CrossFit Kids Advanced Class: 

 

This months 30-45 minute class: 

 

Warm up /Skill work 

2 rounds 

200 M run 

3 Muscle ups or progressions 

10 squats 

 

Workout 
 

Describe the workout.  Explain the movements. Have the kids 

do a few reps of each.  Make the necessary corrections.   

 

AMRAP 

100 M Sprint 

10 Thrusters 

10 Burpees 

 

Time, reps, distance and load can be scaled. 

 

Skill work 

3 rounds 

1 Muscle up or progression 

1 Handstand attempts 

 

Cooldown 

Stretching 

CrossFit Kids Magazine Issue #40  March 2009 
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Building Blocks: 
How to’s on building a CrossFit Kids Class: 

 

This months 30-45 minute class: 

 

Warm up   
3:00 of 

Partner spinning ( tell your partner if you are going to let go !) 

Broad jumps 

 

Skill work 

Good carbs/bad carbs 

 

Workout 
 

Describe the workout.  Explain the movements. Have the kids do a few reps of 

each.  Make the necessary corrections.   

 

"Courtney" 

As Many Rounds As Possible in 11 Minutes of: 

 

5 Pull ups 

6 Box Jumps 

 

Time, box jump height, and reps can be scaled.  Progressions can be provided 

for pull ups. 

 

Game 

CrossFit Dodge Ball 

 

Cooldown 

Stretching 

Pullups– Duncan 

Box Jumps- Justin 
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Building Blocks: 
How to’s on building a CrossFit Kids Preschool Class: 

 

This months 15-20 minute class: 

 

Warm up/Concept development 
Shuttle Run 

 

Workout/Skill acquisition 

“Up the Stairs” 

Walk up “stairs” built from bumper plates, one foot at a time, jump onto big blue mat/crash pad. 

Run back to line 

Plank until its your turn 

 

Game 

Follow the Leader 

Building Blocks:  NEW ! A CrossFit Kids PreSchool Class                             
Coach Jeff Martin 

CrossFit Kids Magazine Issue #40  March 2009 
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Sierra– tire squats for fun 
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1. What grade do you teach and how long have you been teaching? 
After teaching ninth grade for 14 years, I made the jump to the junior/senior level this year and I enjoy it very much. 

 

2. Before CrossFit Kids, how were you training your students? 
I did a lot of group fitness where everyone would complete 3 sets of 25 sit-ups, etc. on my count. I knew if I told 

them to do a set of 25 on their own they might do 7 or 8 if I was lucky, so I counted and watched that everyone 

moved or that rep would not count. I also had traditional jogging around the track/school twice a week. 

 

3. How were you able to implement CrossFit Kids into your P.E. Program?  
The governor issued grant money just as I was trying to bring CrossFit Kids to my school. Since the football 

coaches were working their agenda for new equipment I pushed for some of my own and took all of their old stuff. 

 
4. What adjustments did you need to make when implementing CrossFit Kids? With 50 kids in a class, I have 

had to break them up into smaller groups and rotate them through the workout. When their group is not actually do-

ing the workout, they are participating in whatever sport unit we are in at the time. With junior/senior classes this has 

worked very well. I tried the same thing with the ninth graders but they were still too immature to participate appro-

priately without me watching them every second. 

 

5. What equipment do you use the most in you P.E. classes and what would you recommend for other 
teachers looking to implement CrossFit Kids into their class? 
I use a lot of dumbbells. I also have a class set of pvc pipes that we use often for training and to review technique. 

We (my department) purchased a lot of dumbbells with our grant money. I do not have the luxury of teaching in the 

new weight room but I am allowed to borrow the dumbbells. 

 

6. How have other physical education teachers in your school responded to CrossFit Kids? 
The other physical education teachers are very supportive and think that I am doing great things for kids. Some of 

the teachers on campus think that I am pretty tough because they hear my students talking about how sore or tired 

they are from my class. (I love to hear that!) 

 
7. How did attending the CrossFit Kids Certification Seminar benefit you and your physical education 
class? 
Well, I had already purchased the lesson plans but being there and learning all of the teaching cues that the Cross 

Fit Kids trainers use was helpful.  The fact that the teaching cues do indeed work for my students was extremely 

valuable to me and how I am able to get all of my students to learn the different techniques in a relatively short 

amount of time. The time spent at the seminar will help me to teach students for years to come. 

 Continued on…..page 16 
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8. Have you seen improvements in your students’ overall fitness? 
Yes. Each day my students record the time/weight/number of rounds etc. on a seating chart that I print out daily. We 

have done some pre and post testing which has also shown the students how much they are or are not improving. 

At this point I have the students grade their effort and as they find out little effort equals little improvement. 

 

9. What other improvements have you seen in your students? 
I am a big proponent of personal responsibility. It is called INTEGRITY. My kids (as I call them) learn the word day 

one and what it means in my classes. I will not say that all of my kids are angels but they usually do as I ask and I 

do not spend all of my time disciplining students. 

 

10. What do you recommend to other teachers looking to implement CrossFit Kids into their schools? 
Do not implement it if you are not certified. A lot of people did the background work for you. Make sure you acknowl-

edge their hard work and dedication to kids by getting yourself trained. Once you are certified then you can start 

small and do workouts you have equipment for while you attempt to build your ‘gym’ one dumbbell at a time. 
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High School Programs 
An Interview with Karen Phillips    (continued from ...page 15)                                                                 Nichole DeHart             

Karen Phillips  is a Physical Education Teacher at  
Orange Glen High School (15 years) in northern San 
Diego County. She has a Bachelor of Science in Physi-
cal Education from San Diego State University, is a 
CrossFit Level 1 Certified Trainer, CrossFit Kids Certi-
fied Trainer, and has both CrossFit Olympic Lifting and 
Barbell Certifications. She has been an active member 
at CrossFit Brand X for the last 3 years. 

Karen, left participates in some group madness 
at CrossFit Brand X 

Karen coaching the kids 
during the  Fight Gone Bad 
Fundraiser 2008 
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Bones are an incredible asset to the daily health and wellbeing of our lives. 

Bones are a storehouse for nutrients, they provide a protective barrier to vital 

organs and contribute to our overall quality of life. But bones can be un-

healthy, just like the lungs of a smoker can be unhealthy. Bones can be sub-

ject to being brittle and may easily break or fracture. Bones can also become 

fragile from loss of tissue, typically from a deficiency of calcium or vitamin D, 

and can cause a person to obtain a medical condition known as osteoporosis. 

Having fragile and brittle bones can detract from a persons quality of life and 

can significantly impact a persons overall health. So how can we get our 

bones to be the healthiest they can be? 

 
Numerous studies have shown a direct link between physical activity and an increase in bone mineral den-
sity. An increase in bone mineral density is critical to the wellness and strength of the bone. Granted, there are 

many factors that contribute to an increase in bone strength, like a persons age, reproductive hormone status and 

nutritional status but a large bearing on the bone strength is physical activity with numerous studies showing a 

strong correlation between physical activity and an increase in bone mass. What is even more interesting is that 

studies have shown that exercise provides the best long-term benefits in bone mineral density when it is initiated 

before puberty. Why when initiated before puberty? Well, 50% of bone growth peaks before late adolescence. That 

is a large amount of bone growth in a fairly short period of time. By the time a person is in their thirties, they have all 

the bone they will ever have and will actually begin to lose it gradually. This means that there is a short window of 

opportunity for children to start early in developing strong, healthy bones. More and more evidence has shown that 

putting bone mass in the bank at a young age is one of the best preventive measures for osteoporosis. This is cru-

cial since thousands suffer from bone fractures and medical conditions, like osteoporosis, yearly. 

Now comes the question of what type of exercise helps increase bone density in children? In order for bone mineral 

density to be gained, an exercise needs to overload that bone and the overloading must be greater than overloading 

experienced during daily activities. A study was conducted at Oregon State University that found children can signifi-

cantly increase bone mass through a weekly exercise program that includes ‘impact loading’ exercises. The study 

was conducted on several children ages 7 – 8. The study lasted about 7 months and had the children come in three 

times per week and jump onto a 24” box 100 times per visit. The results? The children who performed the impact 

loading exercise of box jumps had 5% more bone mass than a control group who performed non-impact exercises. 

This 5% increase translates into a 30% decrease in the risk of these children having a hip fracture in adulthood. By 

just incorporating box jumps, these children were able to increase their bone mass in a relatively short time. That is 

amazing! 

Another study was conducted with the objective being to examine how physical activity can change bone mass and 

structure in school aged children. Fifty one children participated in this study and three times per day did 10 counter-

movement jumps. Dietary calcium, physical activity, physical performance and anthropometry 
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Continued on…..page 18 

Normal bone          Osteoporotic bone 
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were all taken into account during the study. The results? Intervention children gained significantly more bone 
mineral content at the proximal femur (2%) and the intertrochanteric region (27%) of the femur. These chil-
dren had a significant increase in bone mineral content from engaging in a brief, weekly exercise program . 
. . sound familiar? 
Impact loading exercises are crucial in helping children boost bone mass. There are numerous studies that 

discuss the bone density gains made by gymnasts due to the continuous impact loading of their movements. It is 

also good to note that the bone mass gains made in children and teenagers may be retained in adulthood, even if 

the program is discontinued. Therefore exercise that includes impact loading, when initiated during the childhood 

and teenage years, is helping individuals ‘bank bone’ for the wear and tear of adult years. CrossFit Kids has specifi-

cally programmed in more impact loading exercises into the workouts to help children bank bone for those later 

years. By incorporating impact loading exercises (box jumps, broad jumps, tuck jumps, jump rope, etc) we can help 

build stronger bones in children’s lives. This is a testament as to why CrossFit Kids is not simply a scaled down ver-

sion of CrossFit. It is absolutely, entirely CrossFit, geared and designed for a special population and the specific 

developmental needs of that population. Let us continue to forge the future of fitness within our children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1. Oregon State University (1998, October 6). Exercising Youth Can "Bank" Bone Mass To Fight Osteoporosis. ScienceDaily 

2. Beck, Belinda R.; Snow, Christine M., Exercise and Sport Sciences Reviews: Volume 31(3)July 2003pp 117-122. Bone Health Across the 

Lifespan-Exercising Our Options  3. Janz KF, Medema-Johnson H, Letuchy EM, Burns TL, Gilmore JM, Torner JC, Willing MC, Levy SM. Subjec-

tive and objective measures of physical activity in relationship to bone mineral content during late childhood: The Iowa Bone Development 

Study.  British Journal of Sports Medicine, 42:658-63, 2008.  4. McKay, H.A “Bounce at the Bell”: a novel program of short bouts of exercise im-

proves proximal femur bone mass in early pubertal children. British Journal of Sports Medicine 2005;39:521-526, 2005. 
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What about Bone Density ?                                                    Nichole DeHart
(continued from ...page 15)                                                                  

“mrb” box jumps ! 

Nichole DeHart is a CrossFit Level II Trainer, Certified CrossFit Kids Trainer, CrossFit Certified 
Olympic Weightlifting Trainer and a CrossFit Certified Kettlebell Trainer. She has been a Trainer at 
Brand X for the past several years, where she trains both adults and children. She holds a Bache-
lor of Science degree in Physical Activity/Exercise and is an integral part of CrossFit Kids HQ. She 
was the runner up for best female CrossFitter at the 2007 CrossFit Games, and took first place in 
the CrossFit Total. 
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2 New CrossFit Kids Workouts  
and a St. Patrick’s Day WOD                                                                                                         Coach Jeff Martin                    

WOD #1  

Big Dawgs: 

 21-15-9  

Front Squat, 45-55#  

D Ball Slam, 12#  

The Porch:  

21-15-9  

Front Squat, 25-35#  

D Ball Slam, 12#  

Pack:  

21-15-9  

Front Squat, 10-15#  

D Ball Slam, 6-8#  

Puppies:  

15-12-9  

Front Squat, 5-10#  

D Ball Slam, 4-6#  

Buttercups:  

12-9-6  

Front Squat, unweighted elbows up  

D Ball Slam, 4-6#  

 

WOD #2  
(St Patricks Day WOD)  

Big Dawgs:  

5 Rounds  

Sprint 100 M with Bag of  

Potatoes over the shoulder  

10 OHS with Bag of Potatoes  

10 KB Swings with Bag of  

Potatoes  

(Chest high only!)  

Pack:  

4 Rounds  

Sprint 100 M with Bag of Potatoes over the shoulder  

10 OHS with Bag of Potatoes  

10 KB Swings with Bag of Potatoes (Chest high only!)  

Puppies:  

3 Rounds  

Sprint 50 M with Bag of Potatoes over the shoulder  

10 OHS with Bag of Potatoes  

10 KB Swings with Bag of Potatoes (Chest high only!)  

**Scale weight of bag.  

 

WOD #3  

Big Dawgs:  

5 Rounds  

5 Hang Power Snatch, 45#  

10 Box Jumps, 30"  

The Porch:  

5 Rounds  

5 Hang Power Snatch, 25-35#  

10 Box Jumps, 24"  

Pack:  

5 Rounds  

5 Hang Power Snatch, 10-15#  

10 Box Jumps, 20"  

Puppies:  

5 Rounds  

5 Hang Power Snatch, Pvc-5# 10  

Box Jumps, 12-15"  
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Sometimes due to a sudden growth spurt, inflexibility problems, or obesity a child will simply be un-

able to hold a good back position in the deadlift.  This month's tip will help you keep those kids in the workout safely 

while you work with them to increase their range of motion. 

 

We teach our kids to assume an angry gorilla stance when deadlifting an object.  In someone with normal flexibility, 

this puts them in the correct position to deadlift.  For an overview of this method please see the CrossFit Journal 

article found here: 

http://journal.crossfit.com/2009/01/crossfit-kids---teaching-the-deadlift.tpl#featureArticleTitle 

 

Kids with flexibility issues will have problems keeping the correct back position.  These problems will most com-

monly manifest themselves in a rounded back, weight on mid-foot or toes, or a combination of both. In rare cases 

we have seen an inability to even stay on the feet, toppling over backwards.   

 

Certainly we need to work on the flexibility, increase the range of motion, but we also 

need to keep the child engaged in activity and in the class safely doing the movement.  

We have found that elevating the load helps in these cases. We find a height that the 

child can maintain good position. We then raise the object we are going to deadlift to that 

height. Bumper plates, kicking shields, even dumbbells can be used to raise the height of 

the load.   

 

By using this method we are able to keep the child in the workout. We 

have often found that within a single workout we are able to lower the 

height and increase the child's ROM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tips & Tricks   
For Common Problems in Common Movements                                                                         Coach Jeff Martin 
Holding back position in the deadlift 

Video Link Button 

http://www.brandxmartialarts.com/videos/holdingbackposition.mov 

http://www.brandxmartialarts.com/videos/holdingbackposition.wmv 
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"Beckham" 
 
3 times through: 
Run 400M 
3 rounds of; 
5 knees to elbows 
10 press ups 
15 KB swings 
 
Big Dawgs use 12-16kg KB 
Pack use 8kg KB 
Puppies 2 times through, use 4kg KB 
 

"Eto'o"                                                       
 
5 rounds of; 
 
Max rep front squat 
Max rep ring dip 
 
(Loading is either bodyweight or current 5 rep max.  
Take as much rest as needed between exercises  
and rounds to ensure a truly max effort.)  
 
Self Scaling  
Use PVC if Front Squat is a new movement 

CrossFit Kids Magazine Issue #40  March 2009 

Karl Steadman of CrossFit Manchester   
Hi, my name's Karl and I co-own CrossFit Manchester, England. I 
have been CrossFitting since 2005 and am a Level 2 instructor. I 
hold qualifications in diverse fields such as olympic weightlifting 
and pre-post natal care. My background is in athletics, but like 
most English lads, I have played football for many years! I hope 
you all enjoy the w/o! :)  

Mark Beck Mark’s sporting background is in soccer, playing  
semi-professionally for over 10 years. Mark found CrossFit in January 2004 
and has trained himself, individual clients and classes using CrossFit prin-
ciples ever since. He was the first of the UK community to venture to Cali-
fornia for a Level I CrossFit Certification and has also become a USA 
Weightlifting Certified Club Coach under the tuition of Coach Mike Bur-
gener. He is a qualified Personal Trainer in the UK and has additional 
qualifications in Concept 2 Rowing, Speed and Agility Training, Kettlebells, 
and Soccer Coaching. His commitment to CrossFit is profound and he 
wants to play a leading role in developing both elite fitness and the power-
ful sense of community and support which define CrossFit. Mark is the 
inventor of the Beck’s Burpee.  

The Footie Workout Courtesy of CrossFit Manchester 
www.CrossFitManchester.com T 
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Game of the Month                                                                      Leilani Cerrillo 
 

CrossFit Kids Candy Land 
Leilani Cerrillo CFK Bellevue www.crossfitbellevue.com 
Set Up– Bumper Plates with brightly colored circles create a pathway through the 

gym. Using The Candyland Game Board concept place bumpers throughout your 

gym, to outline a pathway. The spinner controls the movement such that when you 

land on a color you have to do the exercise associated with that color. (squats, push-

ups, pullups, monkey bar traverse, ring swings, box jumps, and parallette tunnel 

crawls.)  

“We used the cards associated with the game. Whatever you spin on the color wheel 
is where you go. The color is what exercise you do. If there is an obstacle there such 
as a box jump wall or a ring swing or a monkey traverse you do it. Just like the game 
if you hit an obstacle it sends you back a few spaces.” 

CrossFit Kids Magazine Issue #40  March 2009 

CrossFit Kids & Teens– Open Competition   
Results For “Jackie” Feb 21st 2009 
Scaling posted on CrossFitKids.com click on “Events”                                                                                         

Porch Category Winner 
Name- Tabitha 

Age - 17 
Affiliate = CFK Oklahoma City 

Contact = Jeff or Melissa Burks 
Category = Porch 

Time = 17:01 (with 37#) 
 

Porch Category  Honorable Mention 

Name - Cameron  
Age - 10 

Affiliate = CrossFit Monrovia Kids 
Contact = Kate Hunt 

Category = Porch 
Time = 18:05 

Pack Category Winner 
Name- Sam 

Age 14 
Affiliate = CFK Oklahoma City 

Contact = Jeff or Melissa Burks 
Category = Pack 

Time = 7:04 (with 22#) 
 
 
 
 
 

Congratulations to all of you who 
participated great work ! 

Puppies Category  
Honorable Mention  

( Subbed SDHP, No Rower) 
Name- Tirzah Lloyd 

Age- 8 yrs old 
Home Gym CrossFitter:  

no affiliate 
(the "CF Shed" and yard) 

Category = Puppies 
scaled as follows 

50 SDHP with 10# DB 
25 thrusters with 5# DBs 

15 pull-ups 
Time:  5:18 
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Teen Challenge              Mikki Lee Martin                                 

T 

CrossFit Kids Magazine Issue #40 March 2009 

CFK 5280  www.crossfit5280.typepad.com/ 
 
My name is Ryan and I am nine years old.  I’ve been doing CrossFit Kids 

for 5 weeks now.  We have learned a lot of exercises.   I like the push jerk, 

it is my favorite exercise. My favorite workout is the mini version of Bar-

bara (10 pull ups, 15 push ups, 20 sit ups, 25 squats 3 Rounds). My goal 

is to do 20 kipping pull ups in a row. When I am a grown up I want to work-

out every day.   I love CrossFit Kids.  It is so much fun!  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

CrossFit Kids Community  
 

 
 

Max height Single Box 
Jump 
 
Max height Multiple Box 
Jumps 

 
 

Report max numbers,  
or send video and pictures to 

mikki@crossfitkids.com 
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WOD #1  

Big Dawgs and Pack 

Row 500M 

50 sit ups (use an Abmat if you have one)  

Row 400M  

40 sit ups  

Row 300M  

30 sit ups  

Row 200M  

20 sit ups  

Row 100M 

10 sit ups  

Puppies  

Row 250M  

25 sit ups  

Row 200M 

20 sit ups  

Row 150M 

15 sit ups  

Row 100M  

10 sit ups  

Row 50M 

5 sit ups  

 

Rowing Workouts 
courtesy Chris Kemp of CrossFit North East England T 

Chris Kemp Hi, I'm Kempie and I've  
been training in one form or another  

for over 15 years in my native Australia and 
here in the UK. For the last four  

I have been lucky enough to make a  
living out of bringing fitness to other  

people. In my search for more  
effective training methods I found  

CrossFit.  After a year or so of testing it on  
myself and my clients I traveled  

to Santa Cruz in California for certification. A 
short time thereafter I became an  

Affiliate and opened  
CrossFit North East England  

www.crossfitnortheastengland.com. 

WOD#2 
Big Dawgs With a friend take turns rowing 2500M.  Start rowing as hard as 
you can - see what your top speed is and stop rowing as soon as it drops off 
more than 5 sec per 500M.  So if you got the rower up to 1:43 per 500M 
then you would stop once you could not keep below 1:48.  Once you are 
done, switch with your friend and repeat.  Don't reset the distance counter - 
let it run until you hit 2500M.  
Pack With a friend take turns rowing 2000M.  Start rowing as hard as you 
can - see what your top speed is and stop rowing as soon as it drops off 
more than 5 sec per 500M.  So if you got the rower up to 1:53 per 500M hen 
you would stop once you could not keep below 1:58.  Once you are done 
switch with your friend and repeat.  Don't reset the distance counter - let it 
run until you hit 2000M.  
Puppies With a friend, take turns rowing 1000M.  Start rowing - once the 
fan is spinning do 10 Huuuuge strokes like you are towing a hippo.  If 
your strokes are big enough the fan will sound like a roaring hippo!!  Once 
you are done switch with your friend and give them a go.  Keep going until 
you get to 1000M.  
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CrossFit Kids Magazine is an electronically distributed magazine (emailed e-zine)  detailing fitness training and coaching with kids, 
pre-teens and teens in the CrossFit method. CrossFit Kids Magazine is directed to the CrossFit Community, coaches, teachers, 
homeschoolers, kids and parents who want to work out with their kids. Features may include monthly workouts, team training, sports 
conditioning, self defense information, and articles on related subjects. Focus skills, games, tips for the home gym and Affiliates are 
also often included.  CrossFit Kids may also feature Affiliate Kids programs, and a child or teen  in Focus on CrossFit Kids and Com-
munity.   (Send your info, questions or comments to  mikki@crossfitkids.com 

Go to www.CrossFitKids.com for a daily workout and don’t forget to post your times! 
For subscription information go to the CrossFit Kids store at www.CrossFitKids.com/index.php/store/ 

March 15th 2009 Issue 40 Contributors: 
Cyndi Rodi, Jeff Martin, Mikki Martin, Nichole DeHart  ( www.CrossFitBrandX.com and www.CrossFitKids.com )  

Davie Easton ( www.CrossFitCS.com )     
Chris Kemp ( www.CrossFitNorthEastEngland.com )    

Karl Steadman and Mark Beck  ( www.crossfitmanchester.com ) 
Karen Phillips Orange Glen High School Escondido, California 

Leilani Cerrillo www crossfitbellevue.com 
Crossfit Kids 5280 www.crossfit5280.typepad.com/ 

The Hopper Deck www.thehopperdeck.com 
 

Advisors: Lauren Glassman 
Editing: Cyndi Rodi   Design: Mikki Lee Martin  

 
432 Maple Street  Suites 1 & 2  Ramona, Ca. 92065   Phone: 760 788 8091 

www.CrossFitKids.com      www.CrossFitBrandX.com    
Copyright 2009           CrossFit Kids         All Rights Reserved 
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